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New York City Tattoo paperwork the lively, humorous and frequently violent history of the artwork from
the first years of the 20th century, in the words of the men who " in areas like Coney Island and the
Bowery.pushed the pins" These highly-charged interviews provide a privileged look into a clannish globe
of honor, respect, and jealously guarded trade secrets. Tattooing at that time evoked the dangerous
fringes of culture, and for over ten years Michael McCabe assiduously obtained the confidence of the few
surviving practitioners of the vanished period. They reveal facets of New York social history and a
volatile, misunderstood and secretive art form.
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Five Stars MY SON IN Rules LOVED IT! Exceptional prints of traditional flash and old photos. Five Stars
Awesome book Five Stars Such an excellent book!!!! Filled with interviews & A must have for artist and I
look at it every so often. It's also includes a great history to it Five Stars Homasexuality.) and its own roots
in NYC should have this book. It takes you back to a different period, when tattoo shops had been only
on the rough aspect of town, and the tattooers were salty old canines who had taken no guff from
anyone. there's a whole lot here and lots of info to digest, esp. Very interesting to see the slight variations
in recollection, by the subjects' memories of points that happened.! So obtain it!.. I'm just halfway
through but anyone thinking about tattoo (culture, history, advancement, art, etc. Genuine Tattooist from
back in the day I had this book in the past my dad Mr Tony "the pirate" Cambria is in this book A
Publication of Salty Tales Superb book. Every tattooer should own this Nice book Great traditional flash
in it. pictures... Full of humor in the recollections of many well respected old-timers. about Brooklyn,
Lower East Aspect, Bowery, etc. I can't reccommend this book enough! Historical Tattoo Totally
awesome.
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